
PROJECT SUMMARY 

This entry is a pair of mid-16th century drawers for a Florentine noblewoman. There are three extant pairs 

of white linen drawers from the late 16th century documented in Patterns of Fashion 4, however, Moda a 

Firenze references drawers for noblewomen in costly fabrics such as taffeta (1545), velvet (1548), and 

brocade (1600) (Orsi-Landini and Niccoli 133). As no extant examples in these fabrics remain, I chose to 

use educated conjecture to construct a noblewoman’s pair of silk taffeta drawers.  

To start, I extrapolated information from various sources to develop an understanding of the appropriate 

materials and construction techniques of mid-16th century Florence. At that time, conspicuous 

consumption was in such excess that sumptuary laws were enacted to prevent “upward status mobility by 

the middle classes through luxurious clothing and opulent public behavior” (Facelle 6). Even 

undergarments, such as drawers, partlets, and camicie, were made of the finest materials and heavily 

embellished to attest to one’s social status. 

Eleonora di Toledo is recorded as owning a pair of crimson taffeta drawers in 1545 (Orsi-Landini and 

Niccoli 204), and Medicean sumptuary laws strongly encouraged the use of local silk taffetas which were 

then “combined with elaborate surface decorations, such as applied braid and slashing” (Currie 51, 52). I 

selected a golden brown faux-silk taffeta due to the contemporary indication of modesty associated with 

this color (Orsi Landini and Niccoli 22). In addition, the rich shade would have been achieved with costly 

dye stuffs and is a further indicator of wealth suitable for a noblewoman. 

The design of embroidery and slashing is an interpretation of Pietro Bertelli’s 1591 engraving of a 

Venetian courtesan. While this specific design is not incorporated in extant pairs of drawers, I felt that the 

interpretation of the engraved image, coupled with the use of techniques common in mid-16th century 

Florence, was an adequate solution to designing an original pair of historically appropriate drawers. 

The assembly of the garment was based on Janet Arnold’s notes on the three extant pairs of linen drawers 

in Patterns of Fashion 4. One of the pairs of drawers is heavily embroidered and provides evidence of a 

lined garment, while the other two pairs are unlined. A white lining was commonly used in slashed 

garments to create the appearance of a linen undergarment peeking through. Therefore, I chose to line the 

drawers in white linen to create visual contrast in line with 16th century ideals. 

Overall, this project was an exercise in experimental archaeology to construct a pair of drawers based on 

informed conjecture. Experimental archaeology is frequently defined as an attempt to replicate a historic 

process through the use of historically appropriate methods. I endeavored to remain true to 16th century 

techniques, such as materials, stitches, and garment construction. In the end, I am satisfied that this 

project successfully achieved my goal of creating a pair of drawers appropriate for wear by a mid-16th 

century Florentine noblewoman.  


